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Successful Start
For The Scanfiner
A revolutionary technology that will reduce the
sulphur content of finished petrol by at least 80%
has been introduced at Fawley. This project forms
part of ExxonMobil’s continuing commitment to
minimise the environmental impact of its products.
SCANfining (Selective Cat Naphtha Hydrofining)
takes refinery products that are ultimately blended
into petrol and removes the sulphur. ExxonMobil
Research and Engineering developed the process,
which has been in commercial use in the US since the
1990s. Operational feedback and further research
and development are helping to constantly improve
the technology.

Meeting legal requirements
Richard Henderson, Site Co-ord Manager explains. “A
key factor behind the timing of the installation has
been impending legal requirements.
Richard
continues: “European legislation will soon require a
maximum limit of 10 parts per million (ppm) of sulphur
for all road transportation fuel, petrol and diesel. The
previous specification was 50ppm.”
“The British Government is responsible for stipulating
a phased plan that will introduce these specifications
within the UK. While the exact plans are not yet
certain, it is clear that a substantial 10ppm production
requirement will be introduced later in 2006 – so the
SCANfiner start-up is timely.”
The SCANfiner unit has already proved its
environmental and economic worth. Simon Penn,
Distillation Business Team Leader, comments: “So far,
it has achieved all of the operating goals we have set.
These include reducing sulphur levels in the petrol we
manufacture and increasing the value of many of our
exported products.”

Welcome to our Summer Edition of Community Matters. If you want to know more about
us, telephone our Community Affairs Department on 023 8089 2511.

NFDIS
Over the past few years Esso and ExxonMobil Chemical at Fawley
have donated £4,000 to the Hythe branch of the New Forest
Disability Information Service. The non-profit organisation was
finding it increasingly difficult to cope with the rising costs it was
experiencing and is now much better equipped to meet the
demands of those it serves.

The cat that
lost its roar
This complex operation was the first of its kind within ExxonMobil
– and probably the first anywhere in the world. The silencer was
specifically designed and built for Fawley by a Canadian
Company, Sound Technology Inc. It has a 'dissipative' or 'quarter
wave' design. This means that sound waves of specific
frequencies are trapped within its baffles and nullified. Previous
silencers were based on the absorption of the sound, but their
effectiveness dropped off as they became plugged with catalyst.
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For some time, experts all around the world have been
consulted over a specific issue relating to the Cat plant. In
certain adverse weather conditions, it emits a sound that has
become know as the 'Cat Roar'. The project to solve this
problem culminated in a ten tonne silencer being lifted into
place on the Cat Cracker stack on 10th May.

Anna Holden-Booth of ExxonMobil (left) gets shown the service by Rose
Adams, a Development Officer for the service and Pat Whyte, an Information
Officer who runs the Hythe Office

TREADING THE BOARDS

Moz Malpiedi, Process Technology and Applications
Manager, explains: “The new design is less prone to fouling,
so its performance shouldn’t tail off. Lifting the silencer
above the top of the stack – to a height of some 100 metres
– required a very large crane. There was a collective sigh of
relief as the whole silencer slipped slowly into the stack
without a hitch, despite the small tolerance available.”

Visitors to Hampshire County
Council's Royal Victoria Country
Park at Netley Abbey will be able
to walk a new path thanks to hard
work on the part of the Park's
Ranger Team and a contribution
of £2000 from ExxonMobil at the
Fawley Refinery. We are very
pleased that our support means
that walkers can continue to
enjoy this particular part of the
Country Park.

Softly, softly

The new path links two existing
paths on either side of a wooded

valley on the eastern side of the
Park.
"The woodland floor here tends
to become rather muddy during
the winter months so we decided
to install a smart new boardwalk
to improve access, and the
refinery kindly agreed to help
with some funding", said Neale
Hider one of the Park's Rangers.
For information about the Park,
visit www.hants.gov.uk/rvcp.

Following the start-up of the stack, noise measurements
were taken from the new silencer using a microphone. This
is attached to an extendable tower located on the top
platform of the stack. The results were impressive: a 10 dB
reduction in noise at the specific frequency which caused the
Cat Roar. In layman's terms, this means that the noise level
has halved. Early indications, backed up by calculations, are
that this decrease has met the project's objective, which was
to reduce the Cat Cracker stack noise to a level that was
below the background noise of the whole refinery.
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Moz continues: “Noise testing in the community has started
and will be compared with tests carried out earlier in the year.
However, the preliminary results are good and this supports
what our ears tell us – that the Cat Roar has gone.
Meanwhile, the majority of comments from our employees
and neighbours have been positive.”
A review of the project and the preliminary test results was
given to the NFDC’s Environmental Protection Liaison
Committee on June 9th, and this was well received.
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Royal Victoria Country Park Rangers Nicky Myers, Neale Hider and Richard
Gough inspect the newly-constructed boardwalk with Carol Dunford (second
from right) of ExxonMobil. Photography by Ian Jackson.

ALL TUG-ETHER NOW!
Fawley Marine Terminal (FMT) has a new tug – the Tenax –
which arrived in February to replace the Silex. She was built in
Astilleros in Spain, and is owned by Solent Towage Limited, a
subsidiary of Norways Ostensjo Rederi.
The Tenax will work alongside Thrax escorting ships that are over
60,000 tonnes (deadweight) from the Nab tower to the jetty and
back to sea. During the passage a line will be attached from the
tug to the stern of the ship. This line has a breaking strain of 500
tonnes and is made from steelite (a rope that has the properties of
steel). If the ship loses power or steerage, the tug will be able to
steer or even stop the vessel.
The new tug is 37 metres long, has a beam of 14 metres, and a
maximum draft of 6.9 metres. Her maximum speed is 15 knots.
Tenax, powered by a pair of Rolls-Royce/Bergen diesel engines
driving a Voith propulsion unit, is able to apply a braking force of
150 tonnes even when steaming at 10 knots.
Marine Superintendent, Chris Card, comments: “She is one of the
most powerful and flexible escort tugs in Europe. As well as
escorting she will also be used for general towage and, should the
need arise, for fire fighting, oil spill response or salvage duties. We
are delighted to have the Tenax on station and look forward to
many years of excellent service.”

She is outfitted to the highest standards for a crew of up to six
people. There is a spacious lounge/mess area, a fully equipped
modern galley and a full ship's office/meeting room. Below decks
there is ample space for stores and there is also a fitness/exercise
room.

Paediatric Intensive
Care Unit

SHIPPING OUT THE
HIGHER OLEFINS
ExxonMobil Chemical at Fawley is
the world's largest manufacturer of
chemicals called branched higher
olefins. We manufacture these
higher olefins and export them
exclusively by ship from Fawley's
Marine Terminal (FMT) to customers
in Europe and the US. In 2005, over
400,000 tonnes of higher olefins
were produced.
Because of their special shape and
properties, these molecules lend
themselves to many specialist uses,
including the manufacture of solvents

and plasticisers. Plasticisers can
form up to 50% of the volume of PVC
products and have many end uses.
For example, your car dashboard
may well contain molecules that
originated in Fawley!
Customers for higher olefins are
mainly other ExxonMobil companies,
with most being sent to Rotterdam
for processing into alcohols. From
there, the alcohols are transferred to
the Rotterdam Plastics Plant where
they are processed to form
plasticisers.
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The Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (P.I.C.U), based at
Southampton General Hospital, has recently received a £5,000
donation from Esso and ExxonMobil Chemical at Fawley. The 14
bedded unit is the lead centre for Paediatric Intensive Care in
the South West region of England, treating over 700 children per
year. The money was split in half, funding the purchase of a
special chair, which will make a huge impact on ventilated
children, as it allows them to receive care away from the
confines and boredom of being bed bound; and a special baby
pod used to transport intensive care babies.
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WE’VE BEEN FRAMED!
A local student, Joanna Hoolihan, visited the refinery recently as part of a
special project. Here is what she had to say about her experience:
“I recently visited Fawley Refinery. My aim was to complete a photography
project that I had been set at Portsmouth college, which I attend full time.
I had been given the task of documenting, through photographs, a subject
that was personal to me.

The Esso men were very friendly and helpful, and I was able to shoot some
really fascinating pictures. I was even able to go up one of the towers to
take some photographs from a bird’s eye view. This was quite breathtaking considering the sheer extent of the Fawley site. During the day I
also saw the Jetty and the Conference Centre. I enjoyed my time there and
was extremely pleased with the photographs that I was able to capture.
The people were warm and welcoming and I am very glad that I chose to
complete my project there.”

community matters
competition
How heavy was the silencer that was
lifted into the Cat Cracker stack on
10 May?

2.

What is the maximum speed of the new Tug located at Fawley
Marine Terminal?

3.

What is the name of the country park that recently
received a £2,000 donation from ExxonMobil?

Film Sponsorship
Supporters including Esso and ExxonMobil Chemical at
Fawley, have funded a film in DVD and Video format
entitled "Insight into Coping with Sight Loss".

If you want to be in with a chance of winning
this month’s fantastic prize, a 2GB iPod Nano,
please answer the following three questions:
1.

Joanna and her father out and about on site
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I thought it would be interesting to shadow my dad, who is a
Superintendent with DSL Scaffolding, during a normal day at work. By
taking photographs of his office, the surrounding buildings, the
exchangers and the towers, I was able to get a real insight into my dad’s
working environment. Before I could get out among the endless, twisting
pipes and sky scraping chimneys to capture my images, I had to put on
my safety gear. This included steel-toed boots, overalls, hard hat, ear
plugs, safety glasses, protective gloves and a respirator. Once ready, my
dad took me out onto the site.

The film has been made available by HAUGBPS
(Hampshire Advocacy User Group for the Blind and
Partially Sighted), a Southampton-based charity, as an
educational and training aid to business, industry,
education, health and voluntary sectors. It illustrates
the varied ways blind people and partially sighted
people manage to live independent lives, and the aids
and strategies that are there to assist them.

This ultra-portable gizmo weighing only 42grams has a beautiful high
resolution colour screen, the standard Apple click-wheel and is seen as the
most fashionable and wearable iPod ever. It is compatible with all original
iPod accessories so there's no need to throw out any of your old goodies!
Photos don't even convey how small and light the iPod nano really is.
Remember, you've got to be in it to win it!
Please send your answers on a postcard addressed to Community Matters
Competition, Community Affairs, Esso Refinery, Fawley SO45 1TX.

John Mundy, Chairman of HAUGBPS, said, "Very few
people know the distinction between total blindness
and partial sight loss. We hope that this film will go a
long way in showing some of the differences."
Copies are available from the charity free of charge
(although a small donation is appreciated in order to assist
in producing further copies). They can be contacted via
e-mail on hampshireadvocacy@yahoo.co.uk or by
telephone on 023 8049 3389.
For further information about the Group
www.hants.gov.uk/hampshireadvocacy

The deadline for entries is Friday 8 September
Last edition’s iPod nano winner is M Delauney from Langley.
The answer …… 11 Snowflakes appeared in the winter edition.
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